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Technologies that
transform corporations

Technologies
change
corporations
Working with corporations doesn’t seem to be the easiest way
to become a ‘unicorn’. On the one hand, the scale and resources
of big companies are tempting, on the other, the challenges are
the lengthy customer acquisition, the need to adapt to individual
requirements, and difficult integration with the existing systems.

At The Heart, we’ve been working for international
companies for years, searching for tech companies
for them. Every year, we analyse hundreds of European start-ups to choose those which corporations should

start cooperating with as a client, partner or investor.
Composed of representatives of our corporate partners, the Jury regularly reviews domestic and foreign
projects. We helped implement and showcase the best
of them at dozens of events. For example, the Romanian company UiPath, which crossed the $150 million
revenue threshold last year is now worth over $7 billion.
In the competition, Polish Enterprise Tech companies sometimes appeared quite inconspicuous.
This is hardly surprising. In international companies,
decisions are often made centrally, so our companies found it difficult to break through without a truly
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Theoretically, if someone manages to create a solution to a problem that is important for a corporation,
building a business with revenues of 100 million dollars a year is relatively easy. As noted by investor Jason Lemkin, it’s enough to get 1,000 clients annually
bringing in $100,000 of ARPA (Average Revenue Per
Account), roughly equivalent to the salary of one corporate director. In reality, this is not so easy.

2

unique technology and experienced marketers.
Local giants have only recently begun to open
themselves to innovations created by startups, which means that quickly making them
a benchmark customer was also not easy.

ent Polish businesses that successfully open
doors to large companies. We want to show
how modern tools change the corporate processes and ways of working: from the HR department to sales and marketing.

The ‘Enterprise Tech’ landscape in Poland is
changing. Our market, driven by the growing
ecosystem of funds and accelerators, is increasingly starting to support the establishment of ‘hidden
champions’ who
transform
large
businesses from
the inside. This
is also supported by the wave of
research centres
of global corporations being established in Poland.
Alex Williams,
Their technology
budgets are spent
on agile cloudbased solutions that ensure a quick return on
investment. The modern Enterprise Tech is to
be as user-friendly and usable as consumer
solutions.

The companies presented here are still relatively young. Only a third of them have more
than 20 corporate clients. Most of them have
not yet ventured beyond Europe, although
some are implementing
their
solutions in Australia or South
America. However, they are
growing rapidly
– roughly half
of them double
their revenue every year.

“While the enterprise
can be as boring as hell,
the whole goddamn
thing is paved with gold.”

Tomasz Rudolf
CEO, The Heart

We believe that
the golden era
for Enterprise Tech providers is ahead. We
support the businesses described here, and
we also work with corporations on launching
several new companies. We hope that our
ecosystem will soon be recognised as a regional development hub for technologies that
transform corporations.
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Working with UPC on the last edition of the
Think Big competition, we decided to pres-

Techcrunch

3

Top 40
Enterprise Tech
According to the estimations of Arthur D. Little, in the next years
the telecommunications sector will see their revenue growth rising
by 3 percent per year on average thanks to digital transformation.

This seems to be the best evidence for digitalization
being an important direction for any key operator on the
very competitive telecommunications market. But this
does not apply to telco businesses only. Step by step,
digitalization is transforming all industries, bringing disruptions but also new opportunities for value creation.

Robert Redeleanu
CEO of UPC Polska

Having that in mind, together with The Heart, one of our
partners in Think Big, we decided to take it to the next
level and create “The TOP 40 Enterprise Tech. Technologies That Change Corporations”. Our report lists the
most interesting and innovative solutions for businesses, including those with a proven track-record of successful corporate implementations.
I hope this reading will give you a lot of inspiration and
ultimately support you in the use of the unlimited potential of new technologies. 
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If you look around, there is plenty of digital solutions
ranging from Data Analysis, Virtualization, AI, or Virtual
and Augmented Reality to IoT, which can all help companies grow, find new sources of revenue and increase
competitiveness on the market. Take this year’s sixth
edition of UPC Think Big for innovative entrepreneurs
and social innovators to see how impressive the range
of existing innovative companies is. Suffice to say,
there were more than 100 participants that applied to
the program, most of which are still small, yet dynam-

ically growing companies with a tremendous technological portfolio. Two of them won the awards because
of their innovativeness and uniqueness and most of
them had the potential to support a successful digital
transformation.
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CUSTOMERS

chatbotize.com

Maja Schaefer

PKO Bank Polski, InPost, Maspex, Avon, OleOle (Euro-net sp. z o.o.)

Chatbotize allows you to chat with thousands of
customers simultaneously. The system allows you
to create great experiences in chat channels in just
a few minutes thanks to ready-to-use modules.
Engage (potential) customers, automate and sell!
#AI

#CX

#CONVERSATION MARKETING

#CHATBOT

#AUTOMATION

2013

200

CUSTOMERS

CUSTOMERS

18

napoleoncat.com/pl

Grzegorz Berezowski

PLAY, Aviva, Biedronka, Avon, Allianz

Synerise creates an artificial intelligence
based platform for business process
automation that increases buyer loyalty
and maximizes business revenue.

#ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

#MARKETING SOCIAL MEDIA

50

#SOCIAL MEDIA ANALYTICS

#BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

#BIG DATA

#MARKETING AUTOMATION

cluify.com

Orange, P&G, Santander, Netto

Cluify is a technology that collects, aggregates and
analyses information about user behaviour off-line.
By integrating offline and online data, Cluify specialises
in data analysis and marketing solutions that significantly
enhance business development and optimization.
#OFFLINE

#ONLINE

#OFFLINE ANALYTICS

#OPTIMALIZATION
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#CUSTOMER SERVICE

2016
CUSTOMERS

Napoleon Cat is a platform for managing social media
marketing communications, available in the SaaS
model. It provides customers with access to constantly
updated tools for moderating discussions, posting,
analytics, competition monitoring and reporting.

Jaroslaw Krolewski

Carrefour Polska, mBank, Orange Polska, Skoda Polska, Żabka Polska

#BUSINESS GROWTH

2013

synerise.com

8

02

Sales

9

02
Sales

2013
CUSTOMERS

25

sellions.com

Wojciech Mikucki

Red Bull, Tchibo, Netia, Orange

CUSTOMERS

The Sellions mobile platform enhances the functionality of
corporate CRM systems with convenient management of sales
representatives in the field. The easy-to-integrate tool has
helped 100,000 people improve their performance thanks to
quick visit reporting, marketing automation and gamification.
#SALES AUTOMATION
#OMNICHANNEL

2016
CUSTOMERS

#SALES ENABLEMENT

#MARKETING AUTOMATION

salesbook-app.com/pl

Jacek Maciak

Energa, BMW Motorrad, Mercedes-Benz

Salesbook is a new generation platform that
supports direct sales. It is a tool that accelerates
customer transfer between funnel stages, in
line with the Sales Acceleration philosophy.

#SALES ACCELERATION

#SALES ENABLEMENT

#SALES

#DIRECT SALES

10

edward.ai

Tomasz Wesolowski

ING Bank, Idea Money, TIM S.A., Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa

#SALES MANAGEMENT

#CRM SUPPORT

2015
CUSTOMERS

30

callpage.pl

Ross Knap

UPC, Medicover, Multimedia Polska, Grupa Onet, Siemens AG

CallPage improves website conversion and increases
sales thanks to instant call back, tracking and analysis
of calls. Over 3,000 companies around the world have
trusted it so far. The team consists of 30 technology,
sales, marketing and customer service experts.
#CRO

#LEAD RESPONSE TIME

#CALL TRACKING

#CALL ANALYTICS
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#SALES

20

#GAMIFICATION

Edward is a smart assistant designed with sales departments
in mind that makes working with the CRM system
easier for mobile sales representatives. The application
automates the most common tasks in the sales process
and automatically reports activity to the existing systems.
#AI

2016

10

03

Customer Service

11

03

7

CUSTOMERS

quantum.cx

Bartosz Rychlicki

2013

PKO Bank Polski SA, Santander Consumer Bank SA

CUSTOMERS

Quantum CX’s mission is promoting friendly attitudes
in customer service. They do it using technology
and special sensors that detect smiles. Every
recorded smile translates into something good,
e.g., a reward/money donated to a charity.
#SMILE

#KINDNESS

#SEROTONIN

#HELP

25

CUSTOMERS

45

dronn.com

Survicate is a comprehensive tool for
collecting customer feedback. Companies
such as Atlassian, Indeed and Castorama
use Survicate to research and continually
improve their customer experience.
#CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Michał Czekalski

2011

Alior Bank, Ultimo, Wonga

CUSTOMERS

#NLP

#VOICEBOT

#ROBO OUTSOURCING

#DEEP LEARNING

#CUSTOMER JOURNEY

#CUSTOMER CENTRICITY

75

sentione.com

Kamil Bargiel

Pepsico, T-mobile, NIVEA, LG, P&G

Sentione allows you to quickly check Internet users’
opinions about a product, brand or company. The main
applications of the system include monitoring brand image,
communicating online with customers (including chatbots),
supporting sales and protecting against image crises.
#VINDICATION

#AI

#CHATBOT

#SOCIAL MEDIA LISTENING

#CUSTOMER SERVICE
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Dronn helps large and medium enterprises
optimise calls with customers through smart
virtual agents. They deliver them in an outsourcing
model with the support of experts and IT/telecom
infrastructure, based on an own tech stack.

Kamil Rejent

Atlassian, Indeed, Castorama, RTV Euro AGD

#INTEGRATIONS

2014

survicate.com

Customer Service

2016

12

04

Recruitment
& Employer Branding

13

04

CUSTOMERS

20

emplocity.com

Krzysztof Sobczak

PKO Bank Polski, Aviva, Bank BNP Paribas, DPD, NEUCA

Emplocity is revolutionising the labour market by bringing
AI to the recruitment industry. They have created the
first AI-based chatbot in Poland that looks for work
on behalf of candidates and supports companies by
automating candidate sourcing and pre-selection.
#CHATBOT

#RECRUITMENT

2012
CUSTOMERS

43

#AI

hrlink.pl

#HRTECH

#AUTOMATION

Arkadiusz Kuchto

Adecco, AmRest, PKP, eobuwie.pl, PESA Bydgoszcz

#RECRUITMENT

#HRTECH

#RODO

#ATS

CUSTOMERS

10

EBnavi.com

Barbara Zych

EY, Citi, Nestle, mBank, Costa Coffee, Philip Morris

EBnavi is a SaaS platform for analytics, benchmarking and
employer brand development. Its algorithms track over
500 indicators that build the employer’s brand and use
them to generate a strategy report, which serves as the
basis for building an effective employer branding strategy.
#DATA DRIVEN EB

2015
CUSTOMERS

#EMPLOYER BRANDING

7

sharehire.pl

#HRTECH

Marcin Giełzak

Łukasz Małecki

Biedronka, Orange, Bank Millennium, Netia, Asseco

Sharehire is a leading provider of recruitment
recommendations and employee engagement
programs. Thanks to their systems, employers
have quicker and more cost-effective access to
the best, loyal and committed employees.
#SOCIALRECRUITMENT
#RECRUITMENT

#EMPLOYEEBENEFITS

#RECRUITMENT TASKS

#EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
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HRlink is a comprehensive recruitment system that provides
support at every stage of the recruitment process: from
sourcing candidates and processing personal data, through
communication, integration with other systems, and cooperation
between HR and business, to employee on-boarding.

2016

Recruitment & employer branding

2017

14

05

Employee Engagement

15

05

35

CUSTOMERS

hcmdeck.com

Simon Janicki

Grupa Cyfrowy Polsat, Leroy Merlin, Allianz, Lionbridge, Decathlon

HCM Deck is an employee development platform
that helps modern enterprises automate HR
processes. It ensures growth and greater productivity,
offering key analysis functions for HR teams and
excellent user experience for employees.
#LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT

#AGILE

2018
CUSTOMERS

6

#ONBOARDING

pl.sherlockwaste.com

Bartosz Długokęcki

Santander, Sanofi, mBank, KGHM

#ENGAGEMENT

#INNOVATION

CUSTOMERS

mc2innovations.com

Anna Streżyńska

TVN Discovery Polska, Roche Diabetes Care Polska, Tauron Polska Energia

MC2 Innovations is a rapidly growing company from the
IT industry, which is also highly competent in HR. The
company offers consulting and IT services to clients
from various sectors and operates Carrotspot, a groundbreaking commitment management platform.
#HRTECH

#MOTIVATION

2015

16

#SOFTWARE HOUSE

nais.pl

#BLOCKCHAIN

Iwona Grochowska

Agora, Asseco Poland, Dentsu Aegis Network Polska, Impel Business
Solutions, Vivus Finance

Nais is an all-in-one SaaS application for rewarding, motivating
and recognition on the spot, i.e., ‘instantly’. It helps boost
employee engagement and create a good atmosphere at
work. It optimises and streamlines HR processes, supporting
the development of People Analytics at companies.
#SATISFACTION

#HRTECH

#APPRECIATION

#FEEDBACK

#PEOPLE ANALYTICS

#SAAS
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#HRTECH

22

CUSTOMERS

Sherlock Waste is a platform that
helps manage employee frustration,
engages them in improving the
company together and makes everyday
problems turn into innovative ideas.
#HR

2018

Employee engagement

2018

16

06

Big Data

17

06
Big Data

2017
CUSTOMERS

9

placeme.pl

Hubert Guzera

2013

Carrefour, PKO Bank Polski, The Boston Consulting Group, NETTO, Dino

Placeme is a geoanalytical application that provides
information about customers and sales potential in the given
location. It aggregates data from many sources and processes
it using machine learning into insights and forecasts. The
tool is used by expansion and marketing managers.
#AI

#LOCATION INTELLIGENCE

#APLIKACJA GEONALITYCZNA

40

CUSTOMERS

querona.io

Marek Byszewski

Customers from the retail, pharmaceutical, finance and IT sectors

YouNeedIT are a group of experts developing
advanced solutions in the area of software, business
intelligence, data integration and their statistical
exploration. They provide services to clients from
Europe and the US. Querona is their flagship product.
#BIG DATAV

#DATA VIRTUALIZATION

#DATA INTEGRATION

#DATA WAREHOUSE

#MACHINE LEARNING

2017
CUSTOMERS

10

cognitum.eu

Pawel Kaplanski

2016

Telstra, Nokia Global, P&G, Hilti Corporation, Government of Brazil

#DATA-DRIVEN

Krzysztof Luczak

Multikino/Vue, Intermarche, Helios S.A., Eurocash S.A., GroupM

#OPTIMIZATION

#SELF-LEARNING

#MOBILE
#MARTECH

#BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
#BIG DATA

#CONSUMER ANALYSIS
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#MACHINE LEARNING

CUSTOMERS

proxi.cloud

The creators of Proxi Cloud believe that the places
we visit, not the browsing history, tell more about our
true intentions. They help brands make effective use
of the consumer’s location in communication and
provide valuable insights based on location data.

Cognitum – C.metrics project
is a company offering AI-based
solutions that support data-driven
transformation of clients, among all
by optimising sales and promotion.
#AI

10

18

07

Process Automation

19

07

CUSTOMERS

56

applica.ai

Piotr Surma

2015

Ultimo/B2Holding, BEST SA, Bauer Media, Wirtualna Polska

Applica.ai is revolutionizing the way AI is used to
automate processes that require text comprehension.
Thanks to proprietary technology, the Applica solution
is trained for new applications on several examples. It
is used by banks, media companies and law firms.
#RPA

#PROCESS AUTOMATION

2016
CUSTOMERS

30

#NLP

workai.com

Łukasz Skłodowski

Jan Szajda

Bank Pekao SA, Nest Bank, Totalizator Sportowy sp. z o.o, NN TFI, Takto Finanse

#CYBERSECURITY

26

CUSTOMERS

skanuj.to

#IDENTITY VERIFICATION

#KYC

Dominik Adamik

Two banks in Poland (names covered by the confidentiality clause),
KRD, Leroy Merlin, LPP

The Cloud Planet Group offers on-line solutions
that support automation of accounting processes.
They provide invoicing and e-accounting tools.
Skanuj.to automatically enters paper-based accounting
documents into the financial and accounting system.
# ENTERPRISE

#BANK INTEGRATIONS
#FINTECH

#AML

#INVOICING

#WHITE LABEL
#DATA ENTRY AUTOMATION
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#DIGITAL WORKPLACE

identt.pl

Identt is a system that verifies and confirms the
identity of clients (by comparing an identification
image with a live image) remotely. It relies on
advanced methods of data analysis using deep neural
networks. They execute cyber-security projects.

2011

PKO Bank Polski, PGNiG, Eurobank, Getin Noble Bank, Ringier Axel Springer

#DIGITAL EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE

CUSTOMERS

#DATA ANALYSIS

Workai is an intelligent Digital Employee Experience
platform that helps organizations succeed in the
digital transformation process. It has been designed
to improve internal communication, knowledge
management and employee engagement.
#SAAS

30

Process automation

2014

20

08

Cybersecurity

21

08
Cybersecurity

2016
CUSTOMERS

60

nethone.com

Hubert Rachwalski

LOT, Thales, eSky, ING, YesFinance

#KYU

#MACHINE LEARNING

#ANTY-FRAUD

autenti.com

Grzegorz Wójcik

Bank BNP Paribas, E&Y, Lumi PGE, Medicover, Vienna Life

Autenti is a platform used for authorising documents
and signing contracts online on a computer, tablet or
smartphone whenever and wherever convenient. The
platform is a combination of e-signature, technology and legal
environment based on European and national regulations.
#FINTECH

#ECOMMERCE

#SIGNATURE

#PAPERLESS

#DIGITALIZATION

#PAYMENT

2016
CUSTOMERS

20

cryptomage.com

Milosz Smolarczyk

Customers are covered by the confidentiality clause

#ML

#ANOMALYDETECTION

#STEGANOGRAPHY

2017
CUSTOMERS

15

fingerprints.digital

Mateusz Chrobok

mBank (Other customers are covered by the confidentiality clause)

Digital Fingerprints is a security system based
on behavioural biometrics (e.g., moving the
mouse or typing), offering real-time protection
to users. Operated ethically with no collection of
private data and PSD2 and GDPR compliant.
#GDPR

#CYBERSECURITY

#INNOVATION

#PRIVACY

#BEHAVIOURAL BIOMETRICS

#PSD2
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Cryptomage is an IT company that provides
cybersecurity and ICT services. Cryptomage
Cyber Eye, the flagship product, is a solution
offering a unique approach to low-level
deep network traffic analysis.
#AI

38

CUSTOMERS

Nethone has developed its own Know Your Users (KYU)
analytical system based on machine learning, which helps
transform cyber-threats into informed and cost-effective
business decisions. Nethone protects companies from the
travel, financial and e-commerce industries against fraud.
#ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

2012

22

09

Finance

23

09
Finance

2012
CUSTOMERS

100

cashdirector.com

Rafal Strzelecki

mBank, Bank BNP Paribas

2017
CUSTOMERS

Cash Director is a digital financial manager based on an automated
accounting platform, integrated with online banking. It enables
micro-enterprises to make revenue and expense ledger settlement,
manage liquidity and raise financing. It helps banks increase the
loyalty and profitability of its customers from the micro segment.

40

SMEO is an innovative company from the Financial
Technology (FinTech) sector that provides digital
factoring services. Online factoring bridges the gap
between the available bank services and traditional
factoring companies, and the needs of entrepreneurs.

#ONLINE ACCOUNTING

#FAKTORING ONLINE

#FINANCE MANAGEMENT

#FINTECH

#FAKTOR ROKU

2016
CUSTOMERS

40

hotailors.com

Filip Maksymilian Bloch

Google, Vodafone, EY

#TRAVEL

#BLEISURE

#SIMPLIFIED

8

#INVOICE FINANCING

szpiegomat.pl

#CASHBACK

Grzegorz Brajewski

Epson, Curver (Keter), Inter Cars, Media Expert, SMYK

Szpiegomat is a tool used by online stores, manufacturers
and distributors. It monitors prices across stores, comparison
websites and auction portals, and generates daily price
reports. This enables sellers to compare their range with
their competitors and adjust prices accordingly.
#PRICE MONITORING

#PRICE INTELLIGENCE

#COMPETITION MONITORING
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#BUSINESS

2013
CUSTOMERS

Hotailors simplifies organising business trips. Employees
can use Hotailors to book trips within the relevant
limits, and the company receives a single collective
invoice. It ensures accurate control of expenses in
real time and full support from travel agents.

Michal Pawlik

Creative, construction, transport and steel industries

#MICROENTREPRENEURS

#TAXES

smeo.pl

24

10

LegalTech

25

10
LegalTech

2014
CUSTOMERS

11

vindicat.pl

Boguslaw Bieda

PKO Bank Polski SA, Bank BNP Paribas, Alior Bank SA, Uniqa TU SA

Vindicat provides services that effectively assist
lenders in recovering debts throughout the country.
The company is a pioneer in developing solutions
in the LegalTech industry, including effective
on-line debt collection services for the SME sector.
#LEGALTECH

2017
CUSTOMERS

#INNOVATIVE WINDINGS

7

pergam.in

Antek Wędzikowski

PKO Bank Polski, Alior Bank, ANG, Going (Empik Group)

DIGITAL SIGNATURE

#LEGALTECH

#CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

umownik.pl

Bartłomiej Majchrzak

Collegium da Vinci, POLPOL.pl

LawBiz Technology is a legal start-up set up to design
IT tools to support business operations in all law-related
areas. The company’s first product is Umownik, an
application used for concluding contracts on-line.

2014
CUSTOMERS

23

#LEGALTECH

icsolutions.pl

Rafał Witkowski

PKO Bank Polski, Enea S.A., PGNiG

Guided by the idea of Invisible Computing, IC
Solutions creates and implements technologically
advanced IT projects that imperceptibly transform
the world from analogue to digital. Among
them is IC Pen, a data digitization platform.
#SIGNATURE BIOMETRY
#DATA DIGITALIZATION

#DIGITAL PEN
#DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
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#SAAS

CUSTOMERS

8

#ONLINE AGREEMENT

Pergamin is a platform for contract automation in corporations.
It lets the user draw up a contract based on a smart template
in just 5 minutes and sign it online. Pergamin will also remind
about dates and deadlines set out in the contract, and
make all documents available at all times on any device.
#COMPLIANCE

2016

26

11

Corporate Venture
Capital

27

11
Corporate Venture Capital

CVC: the corporate
youth potion
Is it possible to earn a second youth in the world of big corporations?
On the one hand, numbers speak for themselves: according to
forecasts, by 2030 as many as 50% of companies will disappear
from the S&P500 index, replaced by new aggressive players.

The approaching wave has already washed away such
giants as Avon, Motorola, Sears and Kodak, chewed on
bite by bite by smaller innovative companies. In a way,
this forces corporations not only to constantly monitor
the surrounding reality, but also it is a strong incentive
to fight for a second youth by being constantly ready to
adapt and implement innovative solutions.

Investment Manager,
PFR Ventures

The world? One record after another
In recent years, the CVC model has found its way into the
strategies of more and more corporations. Proof? In 2018,
the total amount invested by CVC funds surged by 47%
y/y, and the number of transactions increased by 32%.
The leaders are CVCs from North America (41% of the
investments) and Asia (38%). Europe still only accounts to
17% of such initiatives. At the same time, the largest tech
companies in the world focus their efforts on their own
CVCs, which obviously does not exclude other forms of
cooperation with start-ups that they also engage in. For
example, last year Google Ventures (the most active on
the market) invested, among all, in GitLab, Lime, and Relay Therapeutics, and the runner-up, Salesforce Ventures, bagged such gems as Docker, Quovo, and SessionM.
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Obviously, the larger the organization, the more difficult
it is to flexibly respond to changes in market trends while
maintaining stability of the entire corporate structure. Many
market players decide to form internal R&D structures to
work on proprietary solutions. This has its drawbacks: these operations are often time and cost inefficient. It is no
surprise, then, that a throng of businesses eagerly scan the

start-up segment, looking for inspiration for a youth potion
recipe. Start-ups competing mainly with structure flexibility
and innovative solutions often have the potential to shake
up entire industries. Their weakness is not being able to
easily scale up to fully use the potential of the developed
solutions. A win-win situation appears obvious: starting a
corporate venture between a corporation and a start-up,
by purchasing minority stakes in innovative companies. For
corporations investing in the VC/CVC formula in start-ups
or businesses at an early stage of development, investment
potential also includes access to the broadly-defined technology market, which may have “market disruptive potential” and allow to climb up above the competition. According to market practice, there are 3 most common models,
presented on the graph below.

ADAM
MATUSIAK

28

IMPACT ON THE INVESTMENT STRATEGY:

Low

100%

INTERNAL COMMITMENT:

INTERNAL COMMITMENT:

INTERNAL COMMITMENT:

High

Low

Average

PROS:

PROS:

PROS:

• Full freedom in building
the investment portfolio

• Access to a broad portfolio
of technology projects

• The ability to adjust the investment
strategy to the corporation’s requirements

• Pre-determined cap on
investment expenditure

• Access to a broad portfolio
of technology projects

• Flexibility to adjust the amount of
capital allocated to investments
• Full alignment with company
strategy and policy
CONS:

• Necessity to bear the entire cost of
maintaining the investment department
• Monitoring the market individually
• No separation of the investment department
– additional reporting obligations for companies
• The risk of ignoring valuable projects from other
sectors, not directly related to corporate activities

Another CVC example is Liberty Global Ventures, founded
by the largest cable operator in the world, Liberty Global,
the owner of UPC Polska. So far it has invested about 350
million dollars in nearly 40 companies in the area of content, technology, and the Internet, including such companies as: Veniam, Thuuz, Xite, Luminoso or Personify.

What about Polish corporate funds? These can be counted
on the fingers of both hands. The model examples of Polish
CVCs are Tauron (EEC Magenta) and PGE (SpeedUp Energy
Ventures) corporate funds created in 2018. The latter has
PLN 100 million of capitalization, which the partners mana-

• Investment risk diversification
CONS:

• No influence on the fund’s
investment strategy
• No influence on the selection
of other investors
• Effectively a typical equity
investment

ging the fund eagerly invest in, among all, digitization, energy storage, electromobility and industry 4.0. EEC Magenta
already raised PLN 160 million and, with a maximum investment ticket of PLN 26 million, it is on the lookout for innovations in energy or green technologies. We have already
seen the first interesting investments: EEC Magenta and co-investors paid PLN 13 million for a stake in Reliability Solutions (RS), which creates AI-based systems that help predict
adverse events and analyse problem-solving scenarios in
modern industry, including the energy sector. Last year, RS
carried out its first implementation at the Łagisza Power
Plant, which reduced the cost of removing failures and led
to an increase in revenues generated by the plant’s capaci-

• Pre-determined cap on
investment expenditure
• Reducing the burden of maintaining
the investments by the corporation
• Investment risk diversification
CONS:

• Effectively a typical equity
investment

ty reserves. It is encouraging that the ICOS Capital vehicle,
invested in by global corporations from the agriculture and
chemical industries such as Buhler, Nouryon and Royal Cosun, also participated in the recapitalization round of RS together with EEC. This is an optimistic sign for the future of
this flagship investment and encourages subsequent CVC
initiatives in Poland. In Poland, you can also find corporations that do not want to become ‘dinosaurs’. 
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Poland? Something is stirring

• Reducing the burden of maintaining
the investments by the corporation

Setting up a corporate fund (CVC)

IMPACT ON THE INVESTMENT STRATEGY:

None

The corporation invests in VC funds

IMPACT ON THE INVESTMENT STRATEGY:

Three new models of investing in innovation

The corporation invests with VC funds
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Venture Building
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Corporate Venture Building

Corporate Venture Building
Co-creating the next generation of
Enterprise Tech suppliers
TOMASZ
RUDOLF
CEO, The Heart

Corporate venture capital and innovation
units are extremely useful in alerting the
organization about the hot new technologies out there, sometimes even before
the need for them is defined. The discoveries are presented to business units
and, if they can generate enough interest,
tested through Proof of Concept projects.
Only the few lucky vendors can scale their
solution across the organization.

So what can corporations do if
they cannot find a supplier?
• Using legacy vendors is often not enough, as they
lack speed in responding to emerging needs.
• In-house IT resources are often focused on
developing the core systems. It’s hard to devote
them to building & maintaining modern Enterprise
Tech tools for their HR, sales or marketing teams.
• Custom development with external software
houses puts all the pressure on internal sponsors
to become the product owner, defining the needs
and covering 100% of the related costs.

The Venture Building Model gives corporations
the opportunity to incubate future vendors.
One of the pioneers of this approach was Coca-Cola’s Founders Platform, which partnered with
experienced entrepreneurs to build companies
solving billion dollar problems for the industry.
One of 12 startups created within 2 years was
Hivery, creating AI for vending machines that
lead to increasing sales and lowering restocking
costs. Another success story was Wonolo, built
by an ex-employee A J Bernstein, who launched
a gig economy app matching people with local
on-demand job opportunities. The business
allowed Coca-Cola to address the problem of
out-of-stock shelves that costs the company a
fortune worldwide. With the app, the retailer can
post a task and staff the job within minutes.
One of the vendors built at The Heart Ventures
currently addresses a similar goal within big
corporations - helping increase internal talent
mobility with a “tinder” for projects and short
assignments.
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This “push” approach has some limitations. While some innovation champions are busy trying to find an internal
champion to implement the interesting
technologies they found, the business
owners can often find bigger & more
urgent problems not addressed. Reversing
the process and starting with the sponsor’s priorities can increase the likelihood
of success, provided that such “perfect”
solutions already exist.

Solving enterprise problems is not an easy task. The expectations of different internal stakeholders are often complex
and not clearly articulated. Implementation of any technology
requires integration with existing systems and standards. There
is a considerable effort in creating buy-in to select a vendor, go
through procurement and successfully adopt a new solution.
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The co-creation of new suppliers
brings corporations multiple benefits.

Corporate Venture Building

• Clear ownership.The operations can now be strengthened and
supported by next generation technologies from dedicated partners,
that focus on constant development and maintenance of the solution.
• Reduced cost. Venture builders that have their own access to funding
can offer “pay per use” models, reducing the upfront investment.
• Investment potential. Corporate Venture Capital
units can invest in the new supplier, having a clear
proof of the solution’s potential and viability.

At The Heart, we believe the next wave of Enterprise Tech companies will be built in
such models. There are multiple problems corporations need to address - from sustainability of the value chains to new ways of managing data or distributed workforce.
Let’s join forces to bring those ventures to life.
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How are new Enterprise Tech suppliers created?
In our experience, venture building is triggered
by pressing enterprise needs and failure to find
an appropriate existing vendors. Sometimes, the
opportunity is spotted by ex-corporate leaders
that experienced frustration with available
solutions for many years but did not find organizational buy-in to build a solution internally. The
solutions are designed with the corporation as the
first customer, but at the same time potential for
productization and scaling to other companies
is validated. That process makes the solution
stronger by integrating ideas and requirements of
other corporate customers. The dedicated, entrepreneurial founding team supported by the venture studio staff takes care of the launch & further
development of the solution, taking considerable
effort off the shelves of enterprise clients.

• Better fit. The solutions are designed around the key need
of the company, and take into consideration all enterprise
requirements that allow plugging it into the legacy systems.
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